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The Choker
The easy trend that all of our favorite 90’s stars wore has come back! Today 
we have put a spin on the classic choker. Now you can choose from lace, 

leather, suede, ribbon, velvet and many more that your heart desires. Wear it 
casually with a simple tee or wear a thick black velvet choker for a more edgy, 

fun look if you’re going out with the girls.

- RobbiAnn Cabaniero-Buendia



The Tousled Hair
Beachy but clean. Tousled hair gives a freeing and peppy vibe to any look. 

Dress it up or dress it down. All while having a modern twist on a 90’s trend. 
Style that “I woke up like this” hair-do for spring and summer!

- Ashley Bertolet



The High-Top
High-Top converse are forever a staple piece in your wardrobe. From the 90’s 

to today, they are still just as hip and popular. Style them with some mom 
jeans and a crop top in the spring for the perfect laid back outfit.

- Ashley Bertolet



The Flannel
Dive into the Seattle grunge trend and rock a flannel! Dig into your parents 

closets or your local thrift stores to find some vintage and unique pieces. Wear 
them during any and all seasons so you always have a little edge to your look. 

Tie them around your waist, wear them unbuttoned, buttoned up, or any 
which way your fashionista heart desires.

- Ashley Bertolet



The Berry Lip 

If you are feeling bold and trendy this look is for you! The berry lip was a 90’s 
beauty staple and now it has come back. You can spot it being worn with fun 

beachy tousled hair or to compliment the timeless smoky eye. 

- RobbiAnn Cabaniero-Buendia



The Vans
Bring some 90’s flavor to your shoe collection with these back in style black 
and white checkered Vans. Checkered Vans add some personality to your 

look all while being vintage inspired.

- Ashley Bertolet



The Denim Jacket
This trend will never leave our sight. The denim jacket is good to wear during 
the winter and spring season. A nice stylish cover up that can be light for the 
spring or layered with in the winter. You can see this trend coming back this 
spring season oversized with destress and stitched on big embroider roses. 

- RobbiAnn Cabaniero-Buendia



The Platform
Who could forget watching the spice girls rock those crazy sky high shoes 

that turned into the famous platform shoe trend. Today they have 
downgraded in size but still keep the unique chunky look of the original 

trend. Wear these with a sporty look or complete it with a whole 90s trend 
with a pair of destressed boyfriend jeans and your favorite well-loved graphic 

tee.

- RobbiAnn Cabaniero-Buendia


